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Should the generals advising on war strategy
on TV disclose dual roles as financial advisors?
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have a long history of interweave. Images have been used by
the politically powerful to assert or assure—or to commemorate—their power. But as
Western art moved forward through the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it
went through a sweep of movements that sought to disconnect aesthetics from politics. People who are just ordinary people, landscape that is simply beautiful landscape, and objects
represented merely for their interesting form or color emerged as subjects. Painting even reached
a point, with Impressionism, in which objects of any sort—from haystacks to cathedrals—became
less important as a subject than the light that moves across them and affects how we see them.
So, too, the history of art is filled with conscious and unconscious imitation, emulation and
transformation of earlier works of art. But the era that coincided with Impressionism set in motion an ever more intense interest in commenting on earlier art by referring to it with one’s own
visual vocabulary. The consummate instance of this is Picasso’s obsessive 1957 series of 58 canvasses offering variations on both the whole and parts of Velasquez’s Las Meninas (1656).
Art resumed a direct politicized course by the 1920s, but from a new angle reflecting the reality expressed by the horrors of World War I and its aftermath and by the consequential frenetic
flight from ourselves represented by the culture of the “Roaring Twenties.” Thus instead of serving the will of those in power to promote themselves, visual expression was transformed in the
hands of the Mexican muralists and the American Social Realists into a weapon directed at those
in power, assailing their social, economic and political oppression of others—and as a commentary on those being oppressed.
As the century limped forward in all its mind-bending violence, the art of socio-political commentary expanded in diverse visual directions. Jack Levine would direct his barbs at the powermongers by way of a scintillating figurative painting style that has carried from the late 1930s
to the beginning of the current millennium. But the abstractions of Barnett Newman and Mark
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Rothko on the one hand and Jackson Pollack on the other referenced one series of events, connecting Auschwitz to Hiroshima with a subtlety that by-passed (and continues to bypass) most
art critics.
By the 1960s and the decades following, the vocabulary of artistic political commentary expanded. The pop art movement reminded the viewer of how art has nearly always had a connection not only to politics but to economics: enlarged, stylized-into-flatness images of “Campbell’s
Soup Cans” (1962) point out that the color-and-form aesthetic thinking that went into designing
the real can has a single purpose: to make you reach into your pocket and purchase this brand of
soup, rather than some other.
The expansion of media of which that Warhol silkscreen series was just a beginning offered
the idea that not only anything around us in the world is fair game for artistic representation, but
that everyday objects might be used and viewed as art. This is evident in works like Jasper Johns’
Ballantine Beer cans (“Painted Bronze,” 1960). The blurring of the line not only between “art”
and “craft” but between made art and found art, along ever-renewed and continuously, conceptually expansive paths has gradually dominated the art of the last half-century.
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H E W O R K O F M A R C I A A N N E N B E R G fits fiercely into such a layered context.
Her paintings and mixed media installations—in general and in this News/Not News
exhibition—present at least four elements that connect them to both the history of
art and the contemporary art scene. They range across a varied scope of media. They
at times offer deliberate and conscious references to iconic earlier works. They present—again
and again, in inevitably diverse and fascinating ways—commentary on political and social issues
that mark them as part of the politicized backbone of the art particularly of the last century. And
above all, they are well thought out, often profoundly conceptual, so that aesthetic and spirituointellectual issues meet in a manner interesting and often brilliant.
All of these works comment either on the abuse of political power or—this is an exhibition
focused on the media (hence: News/Not News)—either on the abdication of responsibility on the
part the news media to educate its public (disseminating platitudes and focusing on fluff instead of
offering information of consequence) or on the public (most specifically the American public) for
its own abdication of responsibility as a population of Leaders of the Free World, and as citizens
of a democracy who, if they are to be involved in the world of politics, ought to be thinking and
aware. So she has twisted the screw of artistic political commentary another turn: it’s not only the
leaders at whom her work glares, or the oppressed for whom she expresses sympathy, but those
who willfully allow themselves to be misled and even oppressed whom she lambastes.
“Yankee Doodle Went to Town” puns on a 1963 Tom Wesselman work (“Still Life No.
28”) that itself is layered with issues, from red-white-and-blue, star-and-stripe, Lincoln-portraitdominated allusions to America, to the inclusion of two Ballantine beer bottles that suggest Jasper
John’s already iconic work of three years earlier. He includes a TV set that both helps underscore

the matter of commercialism and sexuality and presents a dialogue between moving and still
images—and a statement of the problematic of competing for an audience’s attention (does the
color outside the TV set win out over black and white, or does the action on the TV screen win
out over the immobility of everything else in the image?)
Annenberg, playing with aspects of this image, offers a more directed statement on the abuse
of political power. Across the painting one discerns the word “Halliburton,” an oil company with
an international portfolio, from which Dick Cheney resigned as CEO in order to run for the Vice
Presidency in 2000—receiving $36 million in a severance package, various stock options—and
ongoing deferred payments thereafter, when he was already Vice-President. At the time of Annenberg’s painting, as Vice-President, Cheney had awarded Halliburton a no-bid contract in a boldly
transparent act of abusing political power.
Of course the irony is deeper for this image that puns on the American flag so emphatically,
by way of red and white stripes and stars. The no-bid contract for a corrupt company was in Iraq,
where the administration in which Cheney was the key figure had concocted a disastrous war.
Its false premises were paraded (like Yankee Doodle, parading on his pony) before the American
people. The image of Honest Abe in “Still Life No. 28” has yielded to an image of two oil-diggers
flanking a large pipe.
On the other hand, “Portrait of Two Woman” puns on the 1988 “Portrait of a Young Woman” with which the German painter Gerhard Richter (b. 1932)—himself punning on seventeenthcentury Dutch portraits such as Rembrandt’s 1633 “Portrait of a Young Woman” and Vermeer’s
rather disturbing 1663 “Portrait of a Young Woman” with their presentation of bright faces in
dark seas—glamorized a member of the Baader-Meinhof Gang. The innocent-looking young face,
white in a sea of black in which a pale hand also shows—in Richter’s blurred photographic style—
belongs to someone associated with a notorious left-wing German political group that, between
1970 and the late 1990s performed over three dozen “actions” resulting in the deaths of both
political targets and innocent bystanders.
Annenberg offers a double portrait, of two young women, with two nearly-white faces afloat
in a sea of deep, almost-black blue, and two pale hands (one for each) in evidence, with slight
differences of detail (forehead height and hairline, eyebrow line and eye shape, ear and nose
configuration)—and using her sharp-edged “pop” style, the antithesis of Richter’s blurred style.
Richter’s innocent-looking terrorist has become a pair of uninnocent-looking—heroines. The
first—Bunnatine Greenhouse—testified, in 2005, before a congressional committee regarding
the spectacular corruption surrounding the no-bid contracts being issued to Halliburton in Iraq
and the over-billing and various levels of fraud being foisted on the American tax-payer—a silent,
acquiescent American taxpayer. Bunny was demoted. The second—Christine Axsmith—was fired
from her CIA job and saw her intelligence career end completely, after she published a statement,
in 2006, denouncing water-boarding and other forms of torture on an interior CIA blog. These
events were not big news.

What’s a fun-and-freedom-loving country with a statue in New York harbor offering a beacon
that stands for protecting and promoting human rights to do? So asks “Betsy’s Dilemma”—alluding to the legendary seamstress who sewed together the first American flag in a hurry, to be ready
when we were ready to be us—offering the red and white horizontal stripes of the American flag.
There are thirteen of them, representing the colonies that fought against the British for oppressing
us—with excess taxes. But against those stripes rises a dark box suggesting a guard watchtower
for a prison camp (it is the tower from Camp Delta, Cuba), that seems to have become as much a
symbol of what We the People stand for now as the stripes and now-gone stars used to be.
“Dusk, Railroad,” playing on Edward Hopper’s 1929 “Railroad Sunset,” uses that same
watchtower image. But Annenberg adds an American star this time—or is it the lone star, from
Texas, home of President Bush? or is it the star from the old Soviet flag?—emblazened across the
tower. Next to it is another tower, this one roofed—the railroad tower from Hopper’s image. But
in this visual context, the second tower eerily recalls the watchtowers at Nazi prison and death
camps. Indeed, on the other side of Annenberg’s image are railroad tracks disappearing into the
distance, rather than running parallel to the picture plane, as they do in the Hopper original.
Tracks like those she has painted, leading to a vanishing point, have become an iconic symbol of
the Nazi regime and the tracks leading to vanishing points, like Auschwitz, for those packed into
cattle cars riding along them.
There is a double irony in this. Hopper’s images in general offer often poignant images of
America in its eloquent silences—and lonelinesses. Railroad tracks in the iconography of America
connote endless distances that, if they may invoke loneliness also invoke untrammeled freedom to
move from place to place across those distances. The sunset in Hopper’s image reinforces a bittersweet mood. But in Annenberg’s image it suggests the setting of the sun of the very freedoms that
are said to define America—the more so in her transformation of Hopper’s sunset colors into redwhite-and-blue hues. To superimpose imagery associated with prisons and prison camps over his
stillnesses is to speak of how the new millennium and its post-9/11 regime has led to the erosion—
before our overly-silent eyes and ears—of American liberties, of constitutional safeguards on our
freedoms, of the right of due process and its concomitants.
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These questions frame other works that are central to the overriding theme of the exhibition,
such as “Great American News,” wherein a placid, smiling face, flanked by theatre masks for
comedy and tragedy hover over the enlarged, highway sign-like word “NEWS” against a backdrop of angular stripes and tumbling stars—and above a cacophony of skeletally drawn images
of quintessential “American” objects: car, soda can, ferris wheel, light bulb and the like, all centered around a gun (her imagery plays, in part on James Rosenquist’s “F-111”). This is the new
pabulum we repeatedly encounter. Similarly, “White House, Your House,” offers the suggestion
of media obsession with sexuality: the central image is a full-color figure in paints, seen from waist
to knees, the side images of which are simple line drawings: a figure in a gasmask, a figure with
a machine gun, figures with a gun, a case filled with tools. The entirety is a kind of triptych in
configuration but the serious issues relegated to the wings are also relegated to outline drawings,
while the life of presidential private parts dominates the center.
No work is more emblematic of this last issue—sexuality-obsessed media obscuring the real
news for which there is no time or energy or inclination—than “Bosnia/Bobbitt,” a diptych of
American news focus. On one side, in shades of gray, a couple—refugees from a genocidal succession of events, decades after Europe thought it had learned from the Holocaust how to function
without ethnic cleansings—flees, hand-in-hand and suitcase in hand, toward the viewer, through
an endless cemetery with endless uninscribed markers and beyond them the blank structures of a
deserted-looking town. On the other side, the center of the blank white canvas, in minimalist-conceptualist mode, is simply occupied by the word “Bobbitt,” in bright red-white-end-blue hues.
“Bobbitt” of course refers to John and Lorena Bobbitt. In 1993, she severed half of his
manhood with a carving knife after experiencing drunken spousal rape (presumably not for the
first time) at his hands. They became instant celebrities, as the American media spent enormous
amounts of energy discussing and sharing the various details of their relationship—far more than
was expended on educating the American public regarding the slaughter going on in Bosnia at
around the same time.
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the political and military leadership and the news
media that are indicted by Annenberg’s work; the American people itself is criticized.
Most of us embraced the false tales told by Bush/Cheney and their associates, ignored
what the occasional honest witness of events reported, and failed to rise up in sufficient
anger against such lies so that the administration might be dislodged or its policies altered. We the
People are exposed by Annenberg as listening to the empty calls to defend “freedom” without ever
trying to think about what that word means and how freedom is ebbing away within America,
poorly protected by its citizens.
Thinking doesn’t begin with the media; we respond to the news with awareness or ignorance,
having been educated or not, at home and in school. “What Did You Learn in School Today?”
carries us from Annenberg’s strictly acrylic work to a combination of acrylic painting with found
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and untrammeled media to do to help keep us mindful of
what is happening in and beyond our shores? The media seem to be too often
too busy towing the governmental, military-industrial line. “Old North, Recherchez,” with its town hall/church spire rising vertically as the word “freedom” expands horizontally, suggests that the very language of the media—language, that singular instrument that separates humans from other species on the planet—has become depressingly debased
as the media use it. When platitudes and propaganda (these are the artist’s words) are all the news
that fits the TV screen, and with a growing constancy of lost syntax to boot, then how can we
understand what “freedom” is in order genuinely to protect it?
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objects. The foreground material suggests both the focus of the question—the child, sitting in a
chair—and concern for the answer to it: precious little. For the “child” is a rag doll, a mindless
little creature with an absurd smile and wide, empty eyes on its face. A scatter of toys spills along
the floor toward the viewer. On the wall behind hangs a large painting, echoing the bright colors
of the doll and blocks and things.
On the painting, balloon-like balls of diverse sizes—recalling those on the package of white,
sugary, nutrient-free Wonder Bread, that once dared advertise how it builds strong young bodies—compete with the image of a little cartoon girl, her bouncy blond curls suggesting Shirley
Temple; and a dog, Mickey Mouse’s pet, Pluto, one goofy ear up and one down. An over-sized
strip of celluloid film tape weaves its way like a road from background to foreground (or foreground to background); interspersed with its curves are a few words: “agent orange,” “deplete,”
“uranium”—their letters in part obscured by the figures and the balloons. The artist is clear on
what we aren’t learning about in school—because it is too uncomfortable: the after-effects of the
use of weapons such as agent orange and depleted uranium: birth defects and disease which know
no borders, affecting both the “enemy” populations against whom we use them and our own
soldiers.
So the Raggedy Anne doll on the little chair and the blond little girl in the painting play: on
our child-like—or is it childish?—innocence about what is being done around the world in our
name; on our failure to teach our children and ourselves about the consequences of our actions
and the need to take responsibility for them; on the potential consequences of brain damage and
the ability to learn, to inquire, for our own children and not just the children of “the enemy.”
There is an interesting, organic relationship between this work and “Home on the Range.”
Visually, the same balloon-like balls that dominate the painting in “What Did You Learn…?”
dominate the entirety of “Home...”. Conceptually, the children who are not taught to think and
ask in school become the adults who are addicted to television and film—who sit mindlessly glued
to other people’s stories to escape their own.
Inspired by Grant Wood’s 1930 masterpiece, “American Gothic,” Annenberg transformed
Wood’s Gothic Revival cottage into a wall of balloons with a red map of the United States in
the center, and changed the austere, hard-working farmer couple, pitchfork in hand, into a pair
of overweight couch-potatoes, glued to the boob tube—which has replaced the pitchfork as the
center of focus.
Of course there is an irony added through Annenberg’s title. “Home on the Range,” (the official state song of Kansas since 1947), was penned in the 1870s and over the decades adopted
by cowboys and settlers of the west (that far-flung home “where the buffalo roam”). It found a
place within the world of American patriotic music, in a number of films beginning with Colorado
Serenade (1946) and even as the name of an animated 2004 Disney film. So the phrase once captured a somewhat innocent, idealistic—Christian, Euro-American male—sense of American self:
the very notion of the “range” connoted those fabulous expanses into which the free-swinging
individualistic pioneer—strong, somewhat silent, in touch with nature (but not necessarily with

his inner self)—might roam. Those wide-open spaces have become the TV room as the adventures
are reduced to screen-size.
Patriotic music might be said to connect this pop-acrylic work to the very visually different
installation, “Oh Say Can You See”—which takes its title not from some state song but from the
opening line of our national anthem. And its theme begins to bring part of this discussion full
circle, for it directs itself to those in power (albeit implicitly criticizing the media for collaboration). Its focus is on the intense conflict of interest for which We the People pay the price when the
generals appointed by the political leadership to present to the public, by way of television, the
discussion of and advice regarding war strategy, are at the same time consulting with or straightforwardly investing in the weapons technology being utilized by the military-industrial complex
to put those strategies into action.
In Annenberg’s installation the TV set gone blank and the repeated newspaper images and
verbiage are all obscured—but only slightly—behind a veil: the sort of white, lacy veil that, worn
by a bride, symbolizes purity. Both the visible contradictions behind the veil of secrecy intended
to make them invisible, and the dark impurities of the marriage among military, industrial—and
media—components of current reality have carried America a considerable distance, since the
amateur poet, 35-year-old Francis Scott Key, wrote his noble words as he watched “the bombs
bursting in air” during the 1814 British Battle of Baltimore attack on Fort McHenry, while, miraculously—as if with Divine imprimatur—“the flag was still there.” Is it still there? Is it still there?
Is it still there—beyond the platitudinous references to it?
“La Toilette” furthers the conflict-of-interest inquiry: its deep black shelving and sparkling
clean black toilet bowl plunger play host to black-and-white newspapers, (is it as clear as blackand white?) and red-white-and-blue towels, toothpaste, toothbrush, soap and toilet paper. How
objective can the reporting of the news be—particularly the news about wars—if and when the
same individuals or groups own both the media companies and the companies manufacturing
and investing in the technology of war? (The newspapers are laminated copies of David Barstow’s
Pulitzer-Prize-winning 2009 article, “Behind TV Analysts, Pentagon’s Hidden Hand”).
But then again: how much do We the People who are We the Audience of the News really
care, or understand, or care to understand? Isolated from us, cut off and separated from us by a
circle of small, black rocks is “Little Red.” She is a mannequin with dark skin, wrapped in red—
not the innocent purity of white, nor the noble sky-truth of blue, but the bright color of blood, of
martyrdom, of sacrifice. Under other art historical circumstances, we could expect a martyr-saint
or even Jesus to be enveloped or at least in contact with that color in order to express his selfsacrifice for us.
Not under these circumstances. This is a tribute to and image of Aisha Ibrahim Duhulow, a
13-year-old Somalian girl who was a victim of rape by three men. Because of the extraordinary,
twisted logic of the Islamic militants who held her city in thrall, to whom her father reported
the rape, she was stoned to death as if guilty of the capital crime (for a woman, not a man!) of
unmarried sex. So she was murdered at age 13—for having been raped—wearing her bright red

sweatshirt, publicly, in a stadium into which thousands of people crowded for the entertainment
value of her agony. Those who sought to help her were gunned down by militants, whose shooting
victims included a child.
So there is no sacrifice, no redemption in this—no martyrdom in witnessing for one’s faith, only
witnessing the depravity of which humans are capable. The charming little pure, white Easter-like
basket and its colorful contents—not eggs, but Arabic-language alphabet blocks—suggesting the
innocence lost before her life was, can hardly hold their own against the rich sweep of her garment
and the indictment that her fate offers to the people who embraced it and the people around the
world who neither heard nor cared to hear about it beyond the outer edges of Amnesty International’s report.
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L T I M A T E L Y , then, this exhibition of Marcia Annenberg’s work (and I have by not
addressed every work on display) is about humans and our fate—and the ways in
which we are paradoxically more linked than ever in a world where media criss-cross
the globe in seconds and weapons of mass destruction have the potential to do the
same. “Button-Mushroom”—bringing us back to acrylic on canvas—warns of that potential:
nuclear weapons seem to proliferate rapidly on a planet in which the dangers of such proliferation
had seemed past with the end of the Cold War.
This little stroke of genius puns both verbally and visually: it’s not just that the right-handmost table mushroom image, juxtaposed with an image of the earth, would suggest the mushroom
cloud of nuclear destruction that can encompass the earth. It’s not that the left-hand-most image is
a button such as one might use in a coat, its four holes pointing in the four directions of our reality
(east, west, north, south) but devoid of the threads needed to bind it to the material it is supposed
to close—that is: to bind us together. It’s not just that the little, humble button is connected to the
idea of the mushroom cloud, and so we are reminded of how the littlest things can have very big
consequences. But a “button mushroom”—agaricus bisporus—which is that last image as we
read her visual text from left to right, goes by more than a dozen other names and is cultivated
in over 70 countries across the planet.
So the edible fungus that proliferates so readily in so many places is a metaphor for the readily
proliferating nuclear fungus that has the potential to devour the entire planet. The more so if the
news media ignore the important news about such proliferation and other, related matters, and
if people, but especially We the People of this Great Democracy fail to be interested in and aware
of the important news, and fail to demand of our leaders—many of whom are foolish enough to
imagine that the destruction of the planet will somehow bypass them—that they address the planet
and its inhabitants with mindful and not mindless manners, with caretaking concern, and even
with love.
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Nuclear proliferation is a present danger.

American media spent more time covering the Bobbitt affair than on the genocide in Bosnia

Great American News, 2001

White House/Your House, 1999

68x50 acrylic/ canvas
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This painting questions the diminishment of network news coverage.

The media is obsessed with sexuality at the expense of the coverage of actual news.
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“Home on the Range” focuses on the American addiction to TV and film; a lifestyle of escapism.

Concepts of beauty are determined by the culture in which we live.

Yankee Doodle Went to Town, 2004

Dusk, Railroad, 2008

48x60 flasche/ plexiglass

30x48 oil/ canvas

No-bid contracts can reveal collusion between corporate and political power.

Comments on the dissolution of constitutional safeguards to our liberty.

What Did You Learn In School Today?, 2009

Days At The Races, 2008

72x58 doll, toys, chair, acrylic/ canvas

36x72 roofing, wood, hats, acrylic/canvas & panel

Depleted Uranium and Agent Orange have caused generations of disease for both victor and vanquished.

Refers to the debacle of Katrina.

Betsy’s Dilemma, 2008

Old North, Recherchez, 2007

12x12 vinyl/ plastic

12x12 letterpress, acrylic/ plexiglass

When did it become acceptable to ignore

The evisceration of language degrades into

the Geneva Conventions?

platitudes and propaganda.

Portrait of Two Women, 2009
29x24, 29x24 oil/ canvas
Christine Axsmith and Bunnatine Greenhouse are American heroines, fired and demoted for their dedication to truth.

La Toilette, 2009

Pies for Sale, 2009

38x17x14 newspaper stand, towels, xerox, sundries
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Is news reporting compromised by the dual ownership of media and military companies?

Extreme poverty in the Western hemisphere causes children in Haiti to snack on dried mud.

Little Red, 2009

Cyclone, 2009

80x72x72 mannequin, cloth, blocks, rocks

30x24 acrylic, ink/ canvas

Memorial to Aisha Ibrahim Duhulow, murdered at age 13, in Somalia. Victim of stoning.

We feast on media and feed on petroleum.
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